
Year 5 Home Learning Resources Maths 

Arithmetic for Week Beginning 29th June 2020 

Scroll down for answer pages. 

 

Learn by Heart (LBH): 

The first assessment should take place on Friday 3rd July. The second 
assessment should take place on 10th July. 

Our new ‘Learn by Heart’ is:  

That prime numbers (vocabulary will need to be explained) have only two factors. A prime 

number is a whole number greater than 1 whose only factors are 1 and itself. A factor is a 

whole number that can be divided evenly into another number. Numbers that have more 

than two factors are called composite numbers. The number 1 is neither prime nor 

composite. 

 

Please look at the following ‘Maths is Fun’ website for further learning materials and Prime 

numbers activities which will really help with your learning:  

https://www.mathsisfun.com/prime_numbers.html 
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LEARN BY HEART – Learning Questions:  

Use these questions to help you learn more about prime numbers.   

1. Explain why 1 isn’t a prime number? 

 

2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.   What is special about the following numbers? Explain how you know.  

 

 

 

 

 



5.  

 

 

 

 

 

Learn by Heart (LBH): 

Assessment / Questions that should be tested on the 3rd July.  

Our ‘Learn by Heart’ is:  Prime numbers 

1. Explain what a composite number is.  

2. What is special about the following numbers?  

 
29 

 
89 79 73 

3. Which of the following numbers in an odd one out? Explain your answer. 

 
9 
 

59 19 13 

 

4. Name 2 digits that a prime number ends in. 

5. Which four digits do most prime numbers end with? 

6. Which is the most common digit in the ones column of prime 

numbers? 

7. Which prime number follows the number 46? 

8. What is the next prime number after the number 81?  

9. Name the first 10 prime numbers. 

10 Is 33 a prime number? Explain how you know.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Number Pattern Question: 

The decimals below make a pattern. Fill in the two missing decimals.  

 

0.01, 0.13, ____,   0.37,  ___,  0.61. 

 

Maths Games / Puzzles: 

Try your mathematical skills to think of number a little bit differently and solve some 

challenging problems.  

Using your maths skills try to find the value of each symbol in the following puzzle: -   

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54905286e4b050812345644c/t/5e7e8b1a63d7

965a886ed8fe/1585351471801/Grades_456_Puzzle.pdf  

We are used to seeing a 100 square. Can you figure out the value of the colours that 

make 250 in the puzzle?   

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54905286e4b050812345644c/t/5ebc176be6fff

95b4f9f65ba/1589385072471/Hundreds_Chart.pdf  

If you would like some more challenges like this, then why not go to the following 

website:  

https://www.mashupmath.com/freemathpuzzles  
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Answers to the LBH – Learning Questions: 

1. 1 is not a prime number and it is not a composite number 

2. Katie: False. Not all prime numbers are odd. 2 is an even number 

because is divides exactly by two (a zero reminder) but at the 

same time a prime number. However, no other prime number is 

even.                                                                                          

Abdul is incorrect thinking 9, 27 and 45 are prime numbers he has 

thought by multiplying a prime number with a composite number 

you get an answer which is a prime number which is incorrect.  

3. It is not possible to make every number by multiplying prime 

numbers together as 1 is a number but not prime number. 1 x 1 = 1 

4. 7,17,37 and 47 are special as they are prime. To show your 

working out mathematically you may have written something like 1 

x 7 =7  (7 ÷ 2 = 3r1)  

 

5. This is one example of the way you could have grouped these 

numbers:  

Group 1 prime numbers Groups 2 composite numbers 

11, 31, 13, 47 10, 9, 21, 35 
You could have grouped them into odd and even or you could have grouped them 

into numbers ending with a one and not ending with a one! These answer could also 

have been correct. 

 

Answers to LBH that may be tested on the 3rd July: 

1. A composite number is a number that can be divided exactly with 

no remainder.  

2. They are special as they are prime. 

3. There is more than one acceptable answer. Many of you will have 

answered 9 is the odd one out as it is a composite number. This is 

correct. However, you could have identified 13 as it is the only number 

which doesn’t have a 9 in the ones. Both are acceptable answers.  

4. 3, 7, 1 and 9 – any two of these would be correct.  5 or 2 would be 

incorrect as two digit numbers ending in these are composite.   

5. Which four digits do most prime numbers end with? 3,7,1 and 9  

6. The most common digit in the ones column of prime numbers is 3 

7. 47 

8. 83  



9. 2, 3, 5 & 7  

10. No! 3 x 11 = 33 so 1 , 3 , 11 & 33 are factors of 33  

Number Pattern Question: Answers: 0.25 & 0.49 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


